
The incredible volume of log data continuously 

generated by IT infrastructure and applications requires 

a tremendous effort to effectively gather, parse, analyze 
and store. If you’re not centralizing these tasks within 
your ITOM framework solution, chances are your log 
data isn’t working hard enough for you. Centralizing your 
log management functions within your IT operations 
command center can help you find probable root cause 
quicker and resolve potential incidents exponentially 
faster, saving your team’s time and SLAs.  

Find and Fix Issues Faster with 

OpsRamp Log Management

Observability You Crave 

at a Price You Can Afford

Ingest and process log data 

from virtually any source.

Parse, search and filter log 
data based on application 

type, timeframe, and severity. 

Trigger alerts based on 

deviations from normal data 

OpsRamp unifies your log, event, and alert 
data within your monitoring and event 

management command center.

Unified Command Center
OpsRamp’s integrated Log Management solution unifies your log, event, 
and alert data within your monitoring and event management command 
center. Unifying your contextual log analysis with your remediation 
capabilities helps expedite the process of identifying and resolving potential 
issues before they impact the business. With more than 2,500 integrations 
for on-prem and cloud resources and tools, you’ll be able to consolidate 
and reduce your number of tools, saving you cost, time, and headaches. 

Whether you’re troubleshooting issues, optimizing performance, or 
investigating anomalies, OpsRamp provides the most cost-effective and 
scalable approach to centralized log management, giving you the most 
complete visibility across your hybrid environment.  

Quickly Identify & Resolve Potential Issues

With the flexibility to customize log alerts you’ll be able to automatically 
detect and qualify probable issues based on trending data. OpsRamp 

correlates this data to quickly identify the application and/or service 
where the potential issue is occurring – saving you time and resources 
and reducing your MTTR to help keep your applications and services 
running smoothly.



For more on OpsRamp’s Log Management solution, reach out to info@opsramp.com or 

explore our platform at OpsRamp.com.
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Unify your log, event, and alert data within your ITOM monitoring and event management command 
center to respond faster and resolve potential issues before they impact business.  

Your OpsRamp Log Explorer console is your 

command center for improving observability with: 

Centralized log ingestion 
from all your on-prem 

and cloud infrastructure 

resources and applications, 
unifying your log analysis 

and monitoring within 
your central IT operations 

platform for taking 
immediate action to resolve 

potential issues faster. 

Search, filter and 
save log views based 

on select pre-built 

and custom attributes 

(ie; application type, 
timeframes, and 
severity) to more easily 

diagnose, share, and 
resolve potential issues.

Automate log parsing 
using Regex based on 
prebuilt and custom 

attributes to help you 

analyze and diagnose 
potential issues more 

easily.

Time graph & color 
code logs for severity 

(frequency and duration) 

as they’re ingested, and 
drill-down for contextual 
insight to identify and 

remediate potential 

issues more quickly.

Create log alerts to 

your specifications 
based on application 

types, timeframes, and 
severity so you’re the 

first to know about any 
potential issues.

View usage detail in 

real-time of the log data 

you’ve consumed over 

the last 30-days or any 
specified time-period.

Log archiving allows 
you to preserve historical 

data by archiving 

your log data without 
impacting performance.

Get started quickly 
with OpsRamp’s guided 
onboarding for quickly 
setting up your log 

integrations, alert 
definitions, log archives, etc.

Find probable root cause quicker and resolve potential incidents exponentially faster by centralizing your log 
management functions within your IT operations command center. OpsRamp unifies your log, event, and alert data 
within your monitoring and event management command center to save your team’s time and SLAs.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Windows host, Linux 
host, vCenter, storage, 
network, Kubernetes

APPLICATIONS
Apache, HAProxy, 
Cassandra, custom 
apps

CLOUD  
AWS, Azure, Google

Logs
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Alerts
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